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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Phonemic and semantic fluency tasks are used for verbal fluency (VF) evaluation. The present study aimed to select the most appropriate semantic categories and the most frequent phonemes of Persian as items for the VF test. Then, we determine the test results in differentiation between cognitively intact people and those with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer Disease (AD).

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on 120 people (60 cognitively intact, 30 with AD, and 30 with MCI) in two phases. In phase one, linguists determine the most frequent phonemes at the beginning of Persian words and the most frequent semantic categories based on a survey. In phase two, the verbal fluency test was administered to cognitively intact people and those with cognitive impairment (patients with AD and MCI). One-way ANOVA and multiple linear regression were used for statistical analysis.

Results: The normal subjects scored significantly higher in all phonemic and semantic fluency tasks than the patients with AD and people with MCI (P<0.05). Regarding the phonemic VF task, the phonemes /sh/, /s/, and then /a/ were better in differentiating the MCI and AD groups from the normal group. Regarding the semantic VF task, the animals’ category was better differentiated the MCI and AD groups from the normal group.

Discussion: Comparing frequent phonemes and semantic categories of Persian across three groups of normal, AD, and MCI showed that some phonemes and semantic categories can be more differentiating in the VF task. However, it is a preliminary validation study, and this topic needs more investigation in the future.
Highlights

- In differentiating MCI and AD, the semantic VF test is more efficient than the phonemic VF test.
- The VF score had a significantly positive correlation with MMSE scores.
- In semantic VF, animals’ semantic category better differentiated the MCI and AD groups from the normal group.
- In phonemic VF, the /sh/, /s/ phonemes, and then /a/ better differentiate the MCI and AD groups from the normal group.

Plain Language Summary

Alzheimer Disease (AD) and dementia are the most prevalent disease among aging population. To screen and determine the severity cognitive evaluation instruments are often used. VF is one of the instruments used in clinical and research to detect cognitive changes based on word retrieval, which are two types: the phonemic VF and the semantic VF. We concluded that comparing frequent phonemes and semantic categories across three groups of normal, AD, and MCI some phonemes and semantic categories can be more differentiating in the VF task.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the aging population worldwide has accompanied with an increase in some related disorders, such as cognitive impairments. Alzheimer Disease (AD) is the most prevalent form of cognitive impairment, constituting 50%-70% of the cases of dementia [1]. Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is the term applied to a condition during which older people with a subjective cognitive complaint have objective memory impairment within the absence of purposeful incapacity [2-4]. The conversion of MCI to AD is 10%-15% annually [5, 6].

Cognitive evaluation instruments are often used for screening, differential diagnosis, determination of disease severity, and examining disease progression in patients [7]. Verbal Fluency (VF) is one of the instruments most commonly used in clinical and research to detect cognitive changes based on word retrieval. Among the tasks used for assessing word retrieval, the VF test is a suitable index sensitive to brain dysfunctions [8]. Thurstone developed a VF test comprising noun retrieval starting with phoneme /c/ and /s/ in writing for 5 minutes in a normal group [9]. Since then, VF has become an extensively-used instrument in clinical research and interventions to evaluate cognitive status [10]. In a VF test, individuals are usually instructed to generate numerous words within a time frame.

Two types are associated with VF tests: the phonemic VF, where subjects must generate words that start with a specific phoneme, and the semantic VF, where a person has to produce words from a given semantic class [11]. Usually, each test requires the participant to complete the task within 60 seconds [12].

Different categories and phonemes can be used to examine semantic and phonological fluency: the most frequently used ones are naming fruits and animals to evaluate semantic fluency and naming words that begin with /f/, /a:/, and /s/ [13]. The use of /f/, /a:/, and /s/ phonemes in the original version of the VF test is based on the higher frequency of these phonemes and their ease in English [14]. Interestingly, when transferring these criteria to the case of Portuguese speakers, Senhorini et al. found that /f/, /a:/, and /p/ phonemes are among the frequent phonemes of Portuguese, and when the test was administered in its original format, comparable results between English and Portuguese speakers were obtained [15].

In Portuguese, the /s/ phoneme includes the homophone form of /c/ before “e” and “i”, which may be a source of confusion. Moreover, the /p/ phoneme is frequent in Portuguese. Therefore, in the study by Steiner, the f/a/p format was compared with the f/a/s format; both f/a/p and f/a/s were examined. In other words, these two versions could be used interchangeably [14]. Borkowski et al. [16] evaluated 24 phonemes of the English language and divided them based on the level of difficulty into three categories: easy (H, D, M, W, A, B, F, P, T, C, S), moderate (I, O, N, E, G, L, R), and problematic (Q, J, V, Y, K, U). In different languages, the main question is what phonemes and categories are the best for use in VF tasks.
Various studies have investigated the effects of sex, age, bilingualism, and education level on VF. Research has shown that sex does not affect people’s performance on the VF task [17, 18]. Studies have also indicated that age mainly affects people’s performance on semantic and phonological VF tasks. In other words, as age increases, people’s performance on the VF task is reduced [19, 20]. Besides, the level of education, similar to age, considerably affects people’s performance [17]. Troyer et al. found that VF is affected by age and education, but not by sex [13]. In a study on the Brazilian population, it was found that the level of education markedly affects VF, and different cutoff scores must be considered based on the level of education in different populations [21].

One of the most important items in verbal fluency is bilingualism. Verbal fluency research on bilingual and monolingual execution has shown mixed outcomes [22-25]. Regarding language and cultural differences, research has demonstrated that performance on VF tasks is affected by language and culture. Overall, studies have shown that VF tasks’ normative data for English-speaking people cannot be used for those whose first language is not English [19].

For Persian speakers, VF tasks are administered with the same phonemes and semantic categories as those selected in English [26]. In other words, it is administered without considering the difference in the frequency of phonemes or semantic categories in terms of exposure and use in Persian, and precisely the same English items are used [27, 28]. So far, no in-depth study has been performed based on the features of the Persian language. Because the most frequent usage of the VF test is in cognitive assessments to distinguish normal from cognitively impaired participants, the present study has two purposes. The primary goal was to select the most appropriate semantic categories and the most frequent phonemes of Persian as items in the VF task. The secondary objective was to determine the results of these tests in cognitively intact people and those with cognitive impairment (MCI and AD) to determine the test’s power in differentiating cognitively intact people from those with cognitive impairment.

2. Materials and Methods

Study participants

The participants were 120 people, according to similar studies in this area and terms of normal distribution (60 cognitively intact, 30 with AD, and 30 with MCI). The individuals with cognitive impairment (AD and MCI) were selected by convenience sampling method from those visiting a particular hospital for psychiatry disorders (Roozbeh Hospital, Tehran City, Iran) from January 2019 to January 2020. The control group consisted of 60 community-dwelling volunteers. Participants in the present study included monolingual and bilingual individuals. The first language of bilingual participants was Persian.

MCI patients were evaluated by a cognitive neurologist and met the clinical Petersen’s criteria [6]. Patients with AD were diagnosed according to having MMSE<22 (mini-mental state exam) [29], evidence of MRI, and questions regarding functional activities. The participants were aged between 60 and 80 years, and their Mean±SD age was 74.32±9.41 years in the control group, 74.47±8.80 years in the group with AD, and 75.07±7.94 years in the group with MCI. All patients in the group with MCI were in the early stages of diagnosis. All participants were native Persian speakers. They gave written informed consent for the study participation.

Study design

The research was an analytical cross-sectional study. The inclusion criteria for the cognitively intact people were as follows: no history of recent cognitive disorders, mostly episodic memory, MMSE>24, interview with subject and his/her informant, informal executive function test such as Luria 3-step test (all done by a cognitive neurologist). The inclusion criteria for moderate dementia due to AD were as follows: having general cognitive impairments (MMSE<24), signs of brain pathology in MRI (using MTA scale and Fazekas scale to exclude the vascular changes) [30, 31], having problems in daily activities, lacking motor disorders, history of brain damage or stroke, lacking received cognitive or linguistic treatments from a speech therapist.

The inclusion criteria for MCI were as follows: intact daily activities, having problems in executive functions using informal Luria 3-step test, informal episodic memory test, interview with the informant, and finally cognitive neurologist’s confirmation. In this study, because VF performance for differentiating phonemes with different written forms needs a minimum primary school education level, this level of education was considered an inclusion criterion. The participants’ educational background was expressed on a scale from primary (3 to 6 years), secondary (6 to 12 years) to university. In addition to examining the history of diseases and the person’s cognitive status using his/her medical records, MMSE [7] was first administered to all the participants. The age, sex, being bilingual or monolingual, and level of education of the...
participants were recorded. In bilingual participants, their first language was Persian. The participants were asked to produce as quickly as possible the nouns starting with the specified phonemes in 60 seconds as for phonological VF. As for semantic VF, they were asked to name words that belong to each category in the same order.

Study procedure

The present study consisted of two phases. Because the frequency of phonemes and categories are different in terms of culture and language, in the first phase, besides existent phonemes in the current verbal fluency test (f, a, and s), most frequent phonemes (ǽ, sh, k, m, b, r, p, t, d) at the beginning of Persian words were selected from the contemporary Farsi dictionary. For semantic category, some categories such as animals, fruits, and objects categories, as well as common categories such as kitchenware, household, body part, city, and colors, were selected from a pilot study on normal participants of 40-60 years old. Afterward, an expert panel consisting of three speech and language pathologists in the cognitive field and three linguists in the cognitive-linguistic field, experimental phonemes, and categories were confirmed and finalized. Final items included /a/, /ǽ/, /s/, /sh/, /k/, /m/, and /b/ in phonemes and animal, fruit, object, body part, and city in semantic categories.

In the second phase, the VF test was administered to cognitively intact people and those with cognitive impairment (AD and MCI groups). The semantic category selected in the first phase was used to examine semantic VF. The participants were asked to mention as many words as possible from one of the categories in 60 seconds. The test was repeated for the following categories until all the categories were covered. For phonological VF, the participants were requested to produce as many words as possible, beginning with a specified phoneme in 60 seconds. This procedure was repeated for the rest of the phonemes until the test ended. The number of words produced was recorded as the score for all categories and phonemes.

Statistical analysis

In this study, continuous variables were presented as Mean±SD and categorical variables as number (%). We used the 1-way ANOVA and the Chi-square test to compare baseline characteristics between groups. Also, 1-way ANOVA was used to compare three study groups regarding the VF and its components. In univariate analysis, the relationships between demographic characteristics and VF were examined using the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient, independent t-test, and 1-way ANOVA. Finally, multiple linear regression analysis was used to explore the relationship between VF and demographic variables. Data analysis was carried out using SPSS for Windows, v. 16 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All statistical tests were 2-sided, and the level of significance was set at 0.05.

3. Results

Characteristics of the study groups

The demographic characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 1. There were no significant differences in age (P=0.930), sex (P=0.504), level of education (P=0.195), and bilingualism (P=0.116) between the three study groups.

Comparing verbal fluency between study groups

Phonemic fluency

As presented in Table 2, the normal subjects scored significantly higher in all letter/phonemic fluency tasks than the patients with AD and those with MCI. Also, there were no significant differences between patients with AD and patients with MCI on all letter/phonemic fluency tasks. The highest effect size was obtained for the /s/ and /sh/ phonemic fluency tasks (η²=0.527, η²=0.444, respectively), and the lowest in the /b/ phonemic fluency task (η²=0.165).

Semantic fluency

The healthy subjects scored significantly higher in all semantic fluency tasks than the patients with AD and those with MCI. Also, the patients with MCI scored significantly higher for all semantic fluency tasks than the patients with AD, except for the task “animal.” The highest effect size was obtained for the “animal” and “fruit”

Table 2. Differences between study groups on verbal fluency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Test</th>
<th>Test items</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
<th>F(2, 117)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Effect Size (Eta Squared)</th>
<th>Pairwise Significance Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonemic Fluency</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>8.07±3.64</td>
<td>4.93±2.20</td>
<td>3.50±1.33</td>
<td>28.59</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@</td>
<td>7.05±3.24</td>
<td>3.67±1.81</td>
<td>3.50±1.59</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>11.60±3.71</td>
<td>5.67±2.48</td>
<td>4.87±1.87</td>
<td>65.07</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>9.32±3.13</td>
<td>4.90±1.81</td>
<td>4.67±1.86</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>8.30±3.51</td>
<td>5.37±2.24</td>
<td>4.17±1.34</td>
<td>25.09</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>8.70±3.81</td>
<td>5.47±1.94</td>
<td>4.57±2.18</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>7.98±3.50</td>
<td>5.53±2.21</td>
<td>5.27±2.29</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td>61.02±15.76</td>
<td>35.53±10.83</td>
<td>30.53±6.08</td>
<td>72.97</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Fluency</td>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>13.10±4.41</td>
<td>5.83±2.79</td>
<td>5.17±2.15</td>
<td>67.58</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>13.03±3.06</td>
<td>10.07±2.73</td>
<td>5.93±2.05</td>
<td>66.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>15.03±4.33</td>
<td>9.97±3.47</td>
<td>6.93±2.13</td>
<td>52.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body Part</td>
<td>13.93±3.99</td>
<td>10.83±2.96</td>
<td>6.10±2.35</td>
<td>53.23</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
<td>13.20±4.23</td>
<td>9.37±2.87</td>
<td>5.30±2.23</td>
<td>51.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal Fluency</td>
<td>129.32±28.28</td>
<td>81.60±18.48</td>
<td>59.97±10.38</td>
<td>106.66</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MCI: mild cognitive impairment; AD: Alzheimer disease.
semantic fluency tasks ($\eta^2=0.536$, $\eta^2=0.533$, respectively). Contrary to the phonemic fluency scores, patients with AD obtained lower semantic fluency scores than patients with MCI.

Verbal fluency and demographic characteristics

Table 3 presents the relationships of VF with demographic/cognitive characteristics in the study participants. As seen in Table 3, significant but low negative correlations were obtained between age and scores of verbal, phonemic, and semantic fluency ($r=-0.276$, $r=$-
According to multiple linear regression analysis, age was significantly and negatively correlated with verbal (b=-1.05, P<0.001), phonemic (b=-0.39, P=0.003), and semantic fluency (b=-0.66, P<0.001). In other words, one year increase in age was associated with 1.05, 0.39, 0.66 points decrease in verbal, phonemic, and semantic fluency, respectively. Sex, level of education, and bilingualism were not related to scores of verbal, phonemic, and semantic fluency.

After adjusting for demographic variables, patients with MCI obtained lower scores in verbal (b=-45.73, P<0.001), phonemic (b=-24.64, P<0.001), and semantic fluency (b=-21.09, P<0.001) than normal subjects. Patients with AD also obtained lower scores in verbal (b=-68.73, P<0.001), phonemic (b=-30.01, P<0.001), and semantic fluency (b=-38.37, P<0.001) than normal subjects. As expected, the VF was positively and strongly correlated with MMSE (r=0.765, P<0.001). The same results were also obtained for phonemic and semantic fluency (Table 3).

ROC (receiver operating characteristic curve) analysis

Based on the AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) values, the phonemic fluency tasks with the highest diagnostic value were /s/ followed by /sh/ and /a/ phonemes in differentiating between patients with MCI/AD and normal subjects (Table 4). Amongst the semantic fluency tasks, “animals” had the highest diagnostic accuracy in classifying patients with MCI/AD versus normal controls (Table 5).

### Table 5. Diagnostic accuracy of both phonemic and semantic fluency tasks for detecting patients with MCI and or AD using area under the ROC curve (AUC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>AD vs Normal</th>
<th>MCI vs Normal</th>
<th>AD vs MCI</th>
<th>MCI+AD vs Normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonemic Fluency Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sh</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semantic Fluency Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonemic Fluency</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Fluency</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Fluency</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MCI: Mild Cognitive Impairment; AD: Alzheimer disease; ROC: receiver operating characteristic curve.
4. Discussion

This study aimed to find the most frequent initial phonemes and semantic categories in the Persian language and culture as items for the VF test. Then, we examined the scores of the selected items in the phonological and semantic VF tests belonging to cognitively intact individuals compared to those with AD and MCI.

Results showed that the healthy group had a higher phonemic fluency score than the AD and MCI groups. Also, there was generally no difference between AD and MCI in terms of phonemic scores. Therefore, the selected phonemes for the VF test can properly differentiate people with cognitive impairment from cognitively intact people, but they do not differentiate between MCI and AD. This finding is consistent with other studies reporting that the VF test is appropriate for assessing people’s cognitive level [32-34].

In the present study, normal people scored higher than AD and MCI groups on the semantic fluency task. Contrary to the phonemic fluency score, which did not show any difference between AD and MCI, the AD group scored lower in the semantic fluency score than the MCI group, except for the “animal” category. Thus, the semantic fluency task would differentiate these two cognitive impairments groups. Based on previous studies, VF test values are markedly decreased insomuch as 9 years before the onset of dementia [35]. It has also been shown that VF is sensitive in differentiating the normal group from those with AD and MCI [36]. Findings of the present study show that, in differentiating MCI and AD, the semantic VF test is more efficient than the phonemic VF test. This result is in line with that of other studies which report that the semantic VF test has clinical application in predicting the progression from MCI to AD [35-37]. Other studies also report evidence for the higher speed of reduced semantic fluency than phonemic fluency in people with AD [38, 39].

There is a significantly negative correlation between age and VF scores in middle age and higher age, whether semantic or phonemic. That is, as age increases, VF scores are reduced. Based on the literature, it is likely that as age increases, the cognitive ability would be reduced; this result is in line with the findings of other studies [19, 40, 41].

So far, the results of studies on the effect of sex on VF scores have been very different. In the present study, there is no difference in VF score between the two sexes, and this result is consistent with the result of some studies [19, 40, 42, 43] while it differs from others [44, 45].

Moreover, no significant difference was observed between the level of education and VF scores in this study. Previous studies have reported different results in this regard. Kawano et al. concluded that the number of years of education affects the category fluency test score but does not significantly affect the phonemic fluency test score [46]. Many studies report that education influences VF scores [33, 40, 47, 48]. The difference in the present research results and other studies on the effect of education on VF score may result from the fact that the majority of our participants had a primary school level education, with very few people having higher levels of education. Therefore, the effect of education could not be well examined.

Although no significant difference was found between monolinguals and bilinguals in terms of VF score, in general, bilinguals obtained lower scores compared to monolinguals. This result is in line with that of most studies [49-51]. These results showed that switching in bilingual patients takes a specific time and is slower than monolinguals in performing the task. Some studies also note that bilingual participants produce fewer responses than monolinguals and obtain lower scores on the VF task [25, 52]. Perhaps these different results are due to differences in proficiency and use of the second language in participants.

The VF score had a significantly positive correlation with MMSE scores. It means that the VF scores resulting from the items selected in this study are consistent with valid cognitive tests, and the selected items can demonstrate cognitive impairment. According to McDonnell et al., the results of their study support the hypothesis that semantic fluency adds considerable predictive value to the MMSE [53]. The results of multiple linear regression analysis more precisely show the relationship between age and VF score. Also, after adjusting for the demographic variables, the AD and MCI groups still had lower VF task scores.

ROC curve analysis results show that, in phonemic VF, the /sh/, /s/ phonemes, and then /a/’ better differentiate the MCI and AD groups from the normal group. The result of remaining /sh/ in phonemic VF is that /sh/ is more frequent in Persian than in English. On the other hand, the frequencies of consonants are very similar between English and Persian [54]. In semantic VF, animals’ semantic category better differentiated the MCI and AD groups from the normal group. Therefore, the phonemes
and semantic categories with a higher power in differentiating the normal group from AD and MCI groups are primarily consistent with other studies’ results. One reason why the category of animals has mainly been used in verbal frequency tests is that people learn this category during childhood. Therefore most people have similar information when it comes to this category [12, 13]. Phonological fluency tasks are language-dependent due to the different frequencies of phonemes in different languages. A review of the literature reveals that the most frequently used category in semantic VF tasks is animals. Moreover, the culture, values of the society, and the types of interaction affect categories sensitive to cognitive changes [17].

5. Conclusion

The comparison of frequent phonemes and semantic categories of Persian across the three groups of normal, AD, and MCI showed that the phonemes /sh/, /s/, and then /a/, as well as the semantic category of animals, can properly differentiate between normal people and those with cognitive impairment. Therefore, these items can be used in addition to other cognitive tests for determining cognitive impairment. The limitation of this was the low level of education in participants that affected cognitive test scores, and low scores were obtained. This study can be considered as a preliminary validated study, and the cutoffs in the VF task for identifying the MCI and dementia patients should not be used in clinical practice.
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